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To ensure that our content is always up-to-date with up-to-date information, best practices and professional advice, articles are routinely reviewed by industry experts with many years of practical experience. Reviewed by on October 29, 2019 Pond Surge Filter Pond Pond Hoses Plastic
PVC Clamps Joint Surge Pond Filter Joint Spacing Hoses Clamps Plastic PVC Hoses Your Pump Filter for Pond is the most important part of the entire joint. Design, plants, rocks and even fish can add some great attractive features, but without a functional purpose. Pump the pond and
filter to transfer the water and keep it clean. Step 1 - Choose the right sizePart of time, people building a pond in their backyard choose the wrong size pump for their needs. The pumps have a lot of work that can overwhelm the pump, which is too small. The joint pump filter must be able to
circulate water through the screen type filter to another filter tank outside the pond itself. Then the water is returned through another pipe, usually ending up as a waterfall function. Most pumps, even those that are packed with a set of ponds, cannot adequately handle the correct speed that
the water needs to be changed. Water change refers to the circulation of the entire capacity of the pond by a filtration device, and thus the purification of the entire pond. However, with biological debris and other debris blown out by the wind, the pump does not just push along the water. A
typical change should be at least four to five times an hour. If the pump does not do this, look at the larger pumps. Your filter will not enter the water, so it must be placed in some attractive container or constructed box. You can hide it with plants or rocks, if you choose. This container then
passes to the side of the pond, farthest from where you put the pump. Connect the wire to the electrical box by running the wires, through the plastic PVC wire underground, from the filter to the electrical power supply. With hose clamps, you can connect both the inlet hose and the outlet
hose, placing both places where they will be hidden from sight. Step 3 - Install the water pumprun into the pond until the bottom is covered. This will help you get rid of wrinkles in the lining and show off any low spots. After filling these places and fixing the insert, you can put the pump at the
bottom of the pond. The joint pump filter can either be set freely, or placed in a safe water container for aesthetic purposes. Connect the hoses to the pump to send water to the filter and start filling the rest of the pond. After filling with water, connect the pump and check that the water is
running freely (without clogging or suction noises). Step 4 - Add plants and fishThe main attraction for each pond is not the joint pump filter. These are plants and fish that can be Let the pump pump water for a few days to get rid of any debris from the construction site and check the change



rate. When everything is set up on the pump and pool, add your biological elements and enjoy. Now check the filter by pouring some dirt water into the top layer of the filter, . The sand in the upper layer will filter dust, dirt and bacteria out of the water. Two layers of stone filter out the sand in
the upper layer into the water outside. The cotton on the bottle lid is finally made to make sure you filter the sand and dust on the water. Now we can get purified drinking water warnings! You are responsible if you burn the pump doing it. Although, it works fine on my sand filter pump. As
directed by Intex, do not start the swimming pump in the pool. After the inlet has been unseaed, carefully remove a piece of arrival from inside the pool. It is a piece that is pushed into the inside of the pool frame and pulls water into the pump. Replace the removed piece with a tube of glue,
after cutting off the tips and cleaning the interior (see photo). Unsepan the pieces so that they are safe. Keep the tube protruding only a little from the inside of the pool. Insert the end of the hose into an area cut off from the piston so that the larger side of the piston is facing away from the
hose. Place the plunger over the hole, which now has an adhesive tube. This will suck into the pump without blocking the leaves - keeping the original inlet element in the pool will only have inlet blocking leaves. With glue tube sticking a piece of inlet, leaves and dirt flow to the pump. Be
sure to check the pump from time to time to get additional leaves and remove them. having problems with water leaks from the intex pool pump.would like to go to all pfc pipe system and then those weak hoses. Assembly seems to be a problem. I would like to hear from those who have
solved this problem. I tried to solve this problem by buying plumbing parts, but it does not work very well. Thanks well. With
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